what’s next

By Bonnie Brazzell and Gil Lowerre

The employer view of the enrollment challenge
By the numbers

Employers’
preference
“Self-enroll via a
carrier website
that enrolls just
that insurance
company’s
products”
was the most
popular answer
for preferred
enrollment
methods by
employers of
all sizes. That’s
followed by
“self-enroll
via a website
(all products/
carriers).”
Third-most
popular
methods:

10-100

employees:
HR rep enrolls
(tied for second
most popular)

gap between preferred methods
and actual experience balloons
as the case size shrinks. Only 29
percent of the 10-100 segment
used a separate web platform and
7 percent an integrated platform.
Surprisingly, paper/self-enrollment
and enrollments by HR staff are still
fairly common in all segments.
The gap between preferred and
actual enrollment methods used is
widening in most markets and, as
brokers, we have to work to develop
and offer modern web-based
enrollment solutions in our business

models. We need to find ways to
meet this need in a cost effective
and efficient way, which is both a
financial and logistical challenge.
But, not to be overlooked is the
necessity of doing this in a way that
still brings superior value in terms
of the services employers want
surrounding the platform: quality
materials and personalization.
HR leaders are becoming more
vocal about their desire for quality
education and employee interaction.
An online application is not the
solution they are looking for.

Gil Lowerre can be reached at (860) 676-9633 or glowerre@eastbridge.com. Bonnie Brazzell can be reached at (803) 7381236 or bbrazzell@eastbridge.com.
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■ Just 56 percent of employees say they feel very confident they will make the right decisions during open enrollment, and a majority just
keep making the same choices each year or fail to actively enroll, potentially leaving money on the table, according to MetLife research.
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100-500

employees:
Self-enroll on
paper and HR
representative
enrolls (tied)

500-2,000

employees:
HR rep enrolls

2,000+

employees
Through a live
call center
where the
employee
initiates the call
(Employer could
select more than
one method as
“preferred”)
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In our 2012 study,
“MarketVision: The Employer
Viewpoint,” companies identified
two enrollment services among the
items that were most important in
choosing a voluntary provider: the
quality of enrollment materials/
communications, and the degree
to which those materials are
personalized for employees.
In the same survey, employers
were asked which enrollment
methods they preferred, and the shift
to web-based platforms seems to be
complete (the last large-scale survey
was two years ago). In the 2,000-livesand-over
segment,
BenefitsPro.com
most (70
Check out “Millennial percent) of
401(k) participation
dependent on auto- employers
enrollment” would prefer
a web-based
platform that was separate from
their core enrollment site, while 28
percent prefer an integrated web
platform that enrolls all benefits.
(Employers could select more than
one method as being “preferred.”)
In the 10-100-lives segment, 71
percent preferred web (separate
from core) while 15 percent preferred
an integrated web platform (all
benefits). Each of the other methods
trailed web platforms by large
margins.
When asked how their last
voluntary offering was actually
enrolled, the picture looks quite
different. The 2,000-and-greater
segment is closest to their preferred
state with 63 percent using a separate
web platform and 23 percent using
an integrated web platform. But the
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